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We propose a dynamical approach to quantum memories using an oscillator-cavity model. This overcomes
the known difficulties of achieving high quantum input-output fidelity with long storage times compared to the
input signal duration. We use a generic model of the memory response, which is applicable to any linear
storage medium ranging from a superconducting device to an atomic medium. The temporal switching or
gating of the device may either be through a control field changing the coupling, or through a variable detuning
approach, as in more recent quantum memory experiments. An exact calculation of the temporal memory
response to an external input is carried out. This shows that there is a mode-matching criterion which deter-
mines the optimum input and output pulse time evolution. This optimum pulse shape can be modified by
changing the gate characteristics. In addition, there is a critical coupling between the atoms and the cavity that
allows high fidelity in the presence of long storage times. The quantum fidelity is calculated both for the
coherent state protocol, and for a completely arbitrary input state with a bounded total photon number. We
show how a dynamical quantum memory can surpass the relevant classical memory bound, while retaining
long storage times.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.79.022310 PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 42.50.Dv
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum memories are devices that can capture, store,
then replay a quantum state on demand 1. In principle,
storage is not a problem for time scales even as long as
seconds or more, since there are atomic transitions with very
long lifetimes that could be used to store quantum states
2,3. A quantum memory must store quantum superposi-
tions. These cannot be stored in a classical memory in which
a measurement is made on a quantum state prior to storage.
The fundamental interest of this type of device is that one
can decide at any time to read out the state and perform a
measurement. In this way, the collapse of a wave packet is
able to be indefinitely delayed, allowing new tests of deco-
herence in quantum mechanics.
Such devices also have a fascinating potential for extend-
ing the reach of quantum technologies. Here, the main inter-
est is in converting a photonic traveling-wave state—useful
in communication—to a static form. Although atomic transi-
tions are normally considered, actually any type of static
mode can be used as a quantum memory. For the implemen-
tation of quantum networks, quantum cryptography, and
quantum computing, it is essential to have efficient, long-
lived quantum memories 1. These should be able to output
the relevant state on demand at a much later time, with a
high fidelity over a required set of input states. The bench-
mark for a quantum memory is that the average fidelity F¯
must be higher than any possible classical memory when
averaged over the input states, F¯F¯C.
The vital task of a quantum memory is to efficiently store
quantum states in a static quantum system and then retrieve
them in the form of a propagating quantum signal—typically
a photonic pulsed field. It is also important that the readin
and readout are in well-defined temporal modes that are syn-
chronized to a clock pulse. This is essential if the stored
quantum field is to be used in any further quantum logic
operations. In establishing fidelity, it is therefore necessary to
use a synchronized local oscillator measurement to deter-
mine which temporal mode is occupied reproducibly. Essen-
tial to the principle of the quantum memory and its role in
quantum repeaters and cryptography is that the memory is
able to be read out long after the destruction of the input
state. This leads to a second essential criterion, which is that
the memory time T must be longer than the duration TI of the
input signal, TTI.
In this paper we propose a quantum memory in which the
input pulse shape is dynamically shaped in time to provide
optimum coupling to a switched cavity-oscillator system,
with an input pulse duration of the order of the cavity decay
time. The cavity acts as a buffer to dynamically mode match
a long-lived internal quantum linear oscillator with the exter-
nal propagating signal. We derive a condition on the internal
oscillator-cavity coupling to give the optimum pulse shape.
A feature of this work is a proof of the requirements for
claiming a quantum memory in terms of mean fidelity over a
set of input states with bounded photon number. This is a
much more general criterion than previous approaches using
restricted sets such as coherent states. With either criterion,
we show that there is a threshold efficiency, which depends
on the photon number, for obtaining the fidelity threshold for
a true quantum memory.
Our approach is a general one, and can be combined with
other known technologies. For example, transfer of quantum
information from light to atoms was first demonstrated using
off-resonant interactions with spin polarized atomic en-*pdrummond@swin.edu.au
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sembles 4. The transfer and retrieval of classical pulses 5,
photon states 6–8 and, more recently, squeezed states
9,10 has been realized using atomic three-level transitions
and electromagnetically induced transparency EIT 11.
Another promising approach is a memory based on con-
trolled reversible inhomogeneous broadening CRIB 12.
Other recent experiments report improved efficiencies 13
using two level atoms Stark shifted by an external electric
control field. A related device type which could also be com-
bined with our proposal is the quantum circuit based on su-
perconducting transmission lines and squids, in which the
device characteristics can be fabricated as an integrated cir-
cuit 14–16. Nanomechanical oscillator storage is also pos-
sible 17, allowing the potential for storage and retrieval of
quantum superposition states in tests of macroscopic quan-
tum mechanics 18.
Current quantum memory experiments are frequently lim-
ited by the problem that storage times T achieving high fi-
delity are shorter than the time TI taken to capture the incom-
ing quantum information. On the other hand, the use of long
storage times leads to rapid degradation in the retrieval effi-
ciency, hence giving a low quantum fidelity. A common ap-
proach has been to consider a broadband continuous-time
input. Where pulses have been used, input-output efficiencies
are often measured in a regime of minimal storage time, so
that the memory acts to delay, rather than store, a pulse. This
problem was recognized by Appel et al. 9, who report fi-
delities with a relative storage time T /TI of order 1.6. It is an
outstanding challenge to design a practical quantum memory
which can retain an arbitrary quantum state for on-demand
synchronous readout over long times compared to the input
signal duration.
Most quantum memory theory and experiments to date
have considered traveling wave, free propagation devices.
However, the theoretical treatments have generally ignored
diffraction, even though this is practically unavoidable in
free propagation. Pulse retrieval measurements have gener-
ally focused on the retrieved intensity, which is not sufficient
to determine the retrieved quantum state. Despite the utility
of interferometer devices in generating controllable outputs
in lasers and devices for squeezed and entangled states, there
has been relatively little work on intracavity quantum memo-
ries 19–24, apart from recent single-photon experiments
25–27. A limiting factor of previous treatments of intracav-
ity memories has been the neglect of the dynamics of the
interactions between the storage medium, the cavity, and the
incoming pulse, together with their effect on memory perfor-
mance.
Here, we bridge this gap by analyzing the memory dy-
namics of models of quantum memories. We directly calcu-
late the memory response in the time domain. This allows
further insight over previous treatments, which have been
restricted by the assumption of slowly varying incoming sig-
nals in an adiabatic approximation 28–32. Our theoretical
approach is carried out with simple nonsaturating linear os-
cillator models that are analytically soluble. This strategy can
be applied to more general models, which behave as simple
oscillators for low input signal intensities. Crucially, this al-
lows us to calculate the correct pulse shape that is dynami-
cally matched in time to the intracavity storage oscillator.
Our conclusion is that for quantum memories employing a
coupled oscillator-cavity strategy, there is a critical coupling
between the oscillator and cavity that gives an optimal tem-
poral mode structure to allow for high efficiency and fidelity
of input and output states. For low loss oscillator memories,
this allows both high fidelity and long storage times in the
cavity relative to the input pulse width. The critical cavity
coupling is closely related to the critical damping of a har-
monic oscillator. We show that one can achieve the memory
by either a modulation of the coupling or the detuning of the
oscillator mode that stores the quantum state.
For a step-function gate the corresponding temporal mode
has an asymmetric shape with duration of the order of the
cavity ring down time, which can be fast compared to the
atomic decay time. In our treatment, the output mode is a
time reversed copy of the input. This time reversal of an
asymmetric mode could cause problems, for example, in lo-
cal oscillator measurements or using cascaded devices. How-
ever, in a future paper, we show that the mode shape can be
further optimized with a time-dependent coupling, which
leads to a fully time-symmetric mode in which both the input
and output modes are identical.
Our results are applicable to any technologies employing
cavity like storage with a linear intracavity response. One
example of this, as indicated above, would be the case of an
ensemble of atoms with two- or three-level transitions, as
typically utilized in current experiments. Other possibilities
include memories using superconducting cavities with Jo-
sephson junction qubit storage 14, and states encoded into
positions of atoms 29, molecules, or even nano-oscillators
17,33,34. The theoretical approach developed in this paper
can also be extended to apply to more general pulse shapes
or even spatial mode structures 35,36, which will be ana-
lyzed elsewhere.
II. LINEAR MEMORY
The quantum memory device we consider is that of a
propagating single transverse-mode field Aˆ int entering a
cavity with an atomic or other oscillator medium Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Color online Proposed dynamical atom-cavity memory
scheme. The cavity couples effectively to only one external incom-
ing and outgoing mode, labeled here as u0
in and u0
out
, respectively.
This implies an optimal pulse shape necessary for efficient imprint-
ing and retrieval of the quantum information, as represented by the
mode a0, onto and from the atomic medium internal to the cavity.
Storage is achieved through modulation of the atom-cavity coupling
g or detuning .
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Writing into the memory occurs up to a time t=0, during
which time there is a nonzero interaction, between field and
cavity, to allow the transfer of information. After a control-
lable storage time T, when the interaction is off, the interac-
tion is switched on again, so the memory reads out into an
outgoing quantum field Aˆ outt at tT Fig. 2. The present
paper focuses on fields with single transverse modes that are
spatially mode matched to the memory device 36,37. We
consider linear memories which are agnostic with regard to
the quantum state or protocol, apart from a physical upper
bound to the pulse energy. We note that single-mode inter-
ferometer devices are well studied and understood, being
used widely in experiments ranging from lasers to squeezed-
state generation and cavity QED. The main criteria for a
single mode treatment are as follows:
i The input and output mode is spatially mode matched
and has matching polarization to a single transverse intrac-
avity mode
ii The detunings and bandwidths used are less than the
spacing of the intracavity longitudinal modes.
A. Atomic example
There are many possible implementations in which a
quantum system is coupled to an interferometer mode. To
illustrate this, we first consider the classic case 35,36 of a
two-level near-resonant atomic medium, with a microscopic
Hamiltonian of form
Hˆ af = 
j
Hˆ j , 2.1
where the Hamiltonian terms are given by
Hˆ 1 = 
k
kaˆk
†aˆk,
Hˆ 2 =

2 tˆ
z
,
Hˆ 3 = Hˆ a + Hˆ f ,
Hˆ 4 = 
k


gkt,raˆk
†ˆ
− + H.c. ,
Hˆ 5 = 

ˆ 
†ˆ
− + ˆ 
ˆ
+ + ˆ 
z ˆ
z  ,
Hˆ 6 = i
k
ˆ k
aaˆk
†
− ˆ k
a†aˆk . 2.2
Here the rotating-wave and dipole approximations are
employed, and the Hamiltonian terms have the interpretation
as follows:
a Hˆ 1—paraxial mode free Hamiltonian.
b Hˆ 2—atomic transition free Hamiltonian.
c Hˆ 3—interferometer and atomic reservoir free Hamil-
tonians.
d Hˆ 4—atom-field interaction Hamiltonian.
e Hˆ 5—atom-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian.
f Hˆ 6—field-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian.
The frequencies k are the mode frequencies of the kth
interferometer modes, with annihilation operator aˆk. The sum
over k is restricted to a single polarization, under the assump-
tion that only a single polarization of the cavity field is ex-
cited here, with momentum near k0—which is the longitudi-
nal photon momentum at the carrier wavelength.
The frequencies t are the transition frequencies of the
th atomic transition. In general these may be time-
dependent, for example, if an external magnetic field is used
to create a time-varying Zeeman splitting. The corresponding
operators are ˆ
−
= 21 and ˆ
z
= 22− 11. Simi-
larly, the coupling term gkt ,r may be time and space de-
pendent, via the use of a time and space varying control field.
In a pure two-level system, this coupling term would be ex-
pressed as
gkt,r = gtukr . 2.3
Here gt= 2tc /20, where t is the electric di-
pole moment of the atomic transition. This can be made time
dependent in the case of forbidden transitions in even iso-
topes of alkaline earths, using a magnetic control field 2.
As usual, ukre−ik0·r is the mode function of a running
wave with longitudinal momentum equal to k0 and a trans-
verse mode structure of ukr, assumed not to depend on the
longitudinal position in the simplest cases.
With a three-level atom and electromagnetic control field,
the coupling term has a more complex behavior that depends
on the dynamics of a third level, which we have assumed can
be eliminated if it has a far-off-resonant Raman coupling.
The resulting coupling term has the structure
gkt,r = gt	rukr . 2.4
A consequence of this structure of the coupling constant is
that there may be two distinct spatial variations involved:
one from the control field, and one from the stored quantum
field. For simplicity, we will assume a spatially uniform con-
trol field intensity so that 	r=1 in the following analysis,
and we will absorb the phase variation of the control field
into a single mode function ur with modulus U.
Generically, it is possible to divide up the atoms into
equivalence classes with the same coupling constant modu-
lus Uj and transition frequency  j. If the coupling constant
and relevant field modes have radial symmetry, these corre-
spond to distinct radial shells.
FIG. 2. Color online A quantum memory involves three stages:
writing, reading, and storing. The interaction is turned on, then off,
then on, in a controllable way.
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This creates a set of inequivalent atomic spin operators,
defined as
Jˆ j
+
= 
sj
ˆ
+u*r/Uj ,
Jˆ j
−
= 
sj
ˆ
−ukr/Uj ,
Jˆ j
z
= 
sj
ˆ
z
. 2.5
Initially ignoring the effects of atomic reservoirs and
losses, which should be small in an atomic system intended
for use as a quantum memory, the resulting Heisenberg pic-
ture field and atomic equations in the rotating wave and
paraxial approximations are as follows:

t
aˆ = − i0 + 
aˆ − i
j
gjtJˆ j
− + ˆ k,

t
Jˆ j
−
= − i jJˆ j
− + igj
*taˆtJˆ j
z
,

t
Jˆ j
z
= 2igjtaˆ†Jˆ j
− + H.c. . 2.6
Here gjt=gtUj, and there are also corresponding equa-
tions for conjugate fields. This assumes that the mode func-
tion does not vary rapidly over the location of the grouped
atoms.
We note here that in general there may be many distinct
transverse electromagnetic mode functions uk that are able to
couple to the atoms. In addition, the cavity loss is at a rate 
k
due to coupling to the cavity output fields, while ˆ k is the
quantum operator for the input and output fields with differ-
ent transverse mode indices k. According to standard input-
output theory 38,39,
ˆ k = 	To/rAˆ k,in − Aˆ k,out , 2.7
where Aˆ k,in is the input photon field and Aˆ k,out is the output
field, while To is the mirror transmissivity of the output cou-
pler, and r is the cavity round-trip time.
In this paper we will only consider the case of a single-
mode interferometer interacting with a nonsaturated homo-
geneous medium, so that Jˆ j
z
−Nj. We can introduce an ef-
fective harmonic oscillator operator of
bˆ =
1
gtj gjtJ
ˆ j
−
, 2.8
where g=	 jNjg0,j2 t. We also assume that the medium has
a single resonance at  j =, which means that there is no
inhomogeneous or Doppler broadening. This would require
cooling and possibly trapping in an optical lattice to elimi-
nate atomic motion. The corresponding Heisenberg equations
are

t
aˆ = − 
 + i0aˆ − igtbˆ + ˆ ,

t
bˆ = − ibˆ − igtaˆkt . 2.9
In a rotating frame resonant with the input carrier fre-
quency of the quantum signal L, this leads to the following
effective Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = aˆ†aˆ + bˆ†bˆ + gtbˆ†aˆ + aˆ†bˆ  , 2.10
where =0−L, =−L. This one-photon detuning  is
replaced by the two-photon detuning in the case of a Raman-
type interaction.
B. Nanomechanical oscillators
Similar results are obtained for the effective Hamiltonian
of mechanical oscillators—such as an atomic position or na-
nomechanical oscillator—in a cavity 17,29,40. In this case
the position oscillation has a frequency that is physically
analogous to the separation of the two lower levels in a
three-level atomic model. A control field is needed to create
a Raman transition between the oscillator levels. This type of
situation is studied theoretically as a means of laser cooling
nanomechanical oscillators, which has been recently demon-
strated experimentally 33.
To derive this relationship, we start with a microscopic
Hamiltonian for the radiation field inside an interferometer
coupled to a nanomechanical oscillator, interacting via the
dielectric energy of the coupled system 41. This gives a
Hamiltonian of form
Hˆ nano = 
j
Hˆ j , 2.11
where the Hamiltonian terms are given by
Hˆ 1 = 
k
kaˆk
†aˆk,
Hˆ 2 = 

 j
mbˆ j
†bˆ j ,
Hˆ 3 = Hˆ a + Hˆ b,
Hˆ 4 =  d3r 1
r
−
1
0
Dˆ r2,
Hˆ 5 = i
j
ˆ j
bbˆ j
†
− ˆ j
b†bˆ j ,
Hˆ 6 = i
k
ˆ k
aaˆk
†
− ˆ k
a†aˆk . 2.12
Here the Hamiltonian terms have the following interpre-
tation:
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Hˆ 1—paraxial mode free Hamiltonian.
Hˆ 2—nanomechanical oscillator free Hamiltonian.
Hˆ 3—interferometer and oscillator reservoir free Hamilto-
nians.
Hˆ 4—interaction energy of the nano-oscillator dielectric in
an external field.
Hˆ 5—oscillator-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian.
Hˆ 6—field-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian.
The frequencies k are the mode-frequencies of the kth
interferometer modes, with annihilation operator aˆk, as pre-
viously. The frequency  j
m is the jth resonant mode fre-
quency of the nanomechanical oscillator. The field Dˆ r is
the electromagnetic displacement field,
Dˆ r = 
k
kr2 ukraˆk + H.c. , 2.13
which is the relevant canonical field variable. We note that
for a standing wave interferometer, with only a single mode
of the resonator and nanomechanical oscillator, this will re-
duce to the standard quantum model of a nano-oscillator as a
movable mirror or dielectric inside a cavity 40,
Hˆ = aˆ†aˆ + mbˆ†bˆ + gaˆ†aˆbˆ† + bˆ  . 2.14
Here, =0−L, and m is the resonant frequency of the
nanomechanical oscillator.
Since we wish to eliminate the effects of direct radiation
pressure on the oscillator dielectric, we treat a running wave
in which the field modes by themselves are not coupled to
the oscillator motion, to lowest order. Next, suppose there is
an additional counterpropagating control field 	teict inci-
dent on the oscillator. This additional field is able to interfere
either constructively or destructively with the intracavity
field, at the mirror location. Let c=0−, so the control
field is red detuned with respect to the Fabry-Perot reso-
nance, which is precisely the condition required for sideband
cooling of a nanomechanical oscillator. We will also assume,
for simplicity, that the experimental goal of cooling to the
oscillator ground state is achieved, which means that the
heating rate of the oscillator due to its thermal reservoirs is
sufficiently small.
This leads to the following effective Hamiltonian, in
which nonresonant terms are neglected:
Hˆ = aˆ†aˆ + bˆ†bˆ + g	*taˆbˆ† +	taˆ†bˆ  .
2.15
We see that, for a real control field with gt=g	t, this
expression is identical to the one derived for the case of a
weakly excited atomic resonance.
C. Input and output mode expansions
As is common in scattering theory, we can define input
and output modes corresponding to two distinct Hilbert
spaces for the asymptotic past and future of the memory. We
limit ourselves to treating a single transverse mode Aˆ int for
simplicity. A complete mode expansion into longitudinal
modes of the incoming external field for past times t0 is
Aˆ int = 
n
aˆn
inun
int , 2.16
where Aˆ in is a boson input field such that Aˆ int ,Aˆ in†t
=t− t. Here the aˆn
in are bosonic mode operators and un
int
the mode functions, whose expectation values determine the
incoming pulse shape. Similarly, the operator Aˆ outt is the
quantum operator for the output field. A complete mode ex-
pansion for the outgoing external field after a memory stor-
age time T is an expansion over future times tT,
Aˆ outt = 
n
aˆn
outun
int , 2.17
where the aˆn
out are also boson annihilation operators, and the
un
outt the output mode functions. We focus on the simplest
possible case of single longitudinal mode storage devices,
which are designed to accurately write into memory, store
then read out information for one input and one output
bosonic mode. The single-mode input and output operators
of the states to be “remembered” will be labeled aˆn
in and aˆn
out
.
To simplify the typography, we will omit the caret on single
mode operators a, b and fields A, B in the remaining sec-
tions.
III. MEMORY FIDELITY
It is crucial to determine the level of memory perfor-
mance and accuracy at which one can convincingly claim a
“quantum memory.” A standard figure of merit for memory
performance is that of the average fidelity F¯ between input
and output states, as defined over a predetermined set of
input states. Here the output state is a density matrix ˆout,
which is obtained on tracing the output state over the input
modes and loss reservoirs,
ˆout = Trroutout = TrrUˆ ininUˆ −1 . 3.1
We will be considering pure state inputs, in which case
the average fidelity is defined as
F¯ = Pininˆoutinindin . 3.2
Here Pin is the probability of using a given state in,
while ˆoutin is the output density matrix conditioned on
input of in, and din is the integration measure used
over the set of input states.
The average fidelity obtained must be compared with the
best average fidelity possible using a “classical” measure,
store, and prepare strategy, in order to claim that one has a
quantum memory. There is no known limit to which quantum
states may be feasibly prepared, nor on what observables can
be measured, except that the commutators of quantum me-
chanics prevent simultaneous precise measurement of non-
commuting variables. This means that the set of inputs used
is important in establishing fidelity bounds. For example, if
the input states are orthogonal—the same as the number
states—then the classical fidelity bound is unity. All the num-
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ber states can in principle be measured using a perfect pho-
todetector, the corresponding number recorded and stored,
followed by regeneration of the original number state with
perfect fidelity.
This means that superpositions must be an integral part of
the input alphabet of quantum states. An important issue is
that the relative phase of superpositions must be recalled in a
quantum memory device. Thus, the fidelity cannot be mea-
sured in the same way as the photon counting efficiency: a
memory that generates outputs with random phases will have
a high photon-counting efficiency, but a low quantum fidel-
ity. This is because the fidelity measure is phase sensitive,
which is essential for a quantum memory. To experimentally
characterize a quantum memory it is therefore necessary to
measure input and output states interferometrically. Measur-
ing the energy efficiency alone cannot rule out memory
phase errors caused, for example, by timing jitter in the con-
trol signals.
A. Linear memory
In this paper, we treat linear memory models, with all
reservoirs in the vacuum state, and with no excess phase
noise. This type of memory has the useful property that it is
able, ideally, to preserve any input state with a subsequent
time-delayed read out.
In quantum mechanics, a given initial state in in the
Schroedinger picture is transformed to a final state by mak-
ing a unitary transformation on the input Hilbert space,
out = Uˆ in . 3.3
In greater detail, we can divide the Hilbert space into the
input space, output space, and reservoir space consisting of
all other degrees of freedom. We assume that initially the
input space has a factorized state
in = 0in0out0r. 3.4
The purpose of a quantum memory is to transform this input
state into an output state at a later time, with the structure
out = 0in0out0r. 3.5
It is convenient to describe the input in terms of a func-
tion of input mode creation operators a0
† defined at t=−, so
that
0 = fa0†0in. 3.6
We will find in the next sections that in the Heisenberg
picture, the overall effect of either losses or mode mismatch-
ing is identical to a time-delayed beam splitter with trans-
mission efficiency M, so that the memory output state is
out = 0inf„a0†…0out0r 3.7
where:
a0 = 	Ma0 + 	1 − Ma0r . 3.8
Here a0 is now understood to act on the output vacuum state,
and a0r is a bosonic operator which only acts on the zero-
temperature reservoir, so that a0
r†a0
rr=0.
Ideal performance is obtained when retrieval efficiency
M =1, so that the input and output mode operators are iden-
tical, apart from the technical issue that they are defined on
different Hilbert spaces. In practice, loss and noise will be
introduced at all three stages of a quantum memory: not all
information can be retrieved, since 	M1.
B. Coherent state memories
The most common set of input states considered to date
are coherent states, which have already proved useful to
quantum applications such as teleportation 42 and quantum
state transfer from light onto atoms 4. If we consider our
input set as the set of coherent states with a Gaussian distri-
bution P=1 / n¯e−2/n¯, and mean photon number n¯, the
fidelity average measure F¯ is
F¯n¯
g
= Pˆoutd2 , 3.9
where ˆout is the output state for the coherent input state
.
The results of Hammerer et al. 43 and Braunstein et al.
44 show that for any classical channel, the average fidelity
is constrained by
F¯n¯
g 1 + n¯/2n¯ + 1 . 3.10
Thus, the result F¯n¯
g 1+ n¯ / 2n¯+1 serves as a benchmark
for the claim of a quantum memory of coherent states.
We calculate F¯n¯
c for our beam-splitter solution Eq. 3.8.
In this solution, the output is ˆout= 	M	M.
Simple calculation gives
F¯n¯
c
=
1
1 + n¯1 − 	M2
. 3.11
The condition for quantum memory so that Eq. 3.10 is
violated is thus satisfied for efficiencies
	M  1 −	 1
n¯ + 1
. 3.12
We note that for n¯10, the bound follows an almost flat line
relation to n¯, which is the well-known flat distribution for
which fidelity F¯
c 0.5 is required for a quantum memory
4,42,43. These fidelities correspond in the beam-splitter
memory to quite high efficiencies, so for n¯=20, quantum
memory is achieved for 	M0.78. For n¯ small, say n¯=1,
which requires fidelity F¯ 1c2 /3, we note that quite low effi-
ciencies 	M0.293 are enough for a claim of a quantum
memory Fig. 3.
C. Arbitrary quantum state memories
An ideal quantum memory must do more than just store
coherent states. For many quantum information applications,
the quantum states that must be stored must be in a larger
class of possible quantum inputs. Recent experiments and
theory have investigated other possibilities, such as squeezed
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states 9,10,45. The most general case is a completely arbi-
trary quantum input state. However, it is essential to bound
the input energy in some way. Otherwise, the averages are
dominated by inputs of infinitely large energy, that no physi-
cal memory could possibly store without giving rise to a
black hole.
Here we define the input state as any possible state with a
maximum photon number of n. This corresponds to an arbi-
trary state  in of n+1 levels, where
 in = 
k=0
n
kk , 3.13
so that the highest photon number is n=nm−1. The fidelity
average F¯n is then the average fidelity over all possible co-
efficients  , satisfying the constraint that  =1, i.e.,
F¯n =
  − 1 ˆout  d2nm
  − 1d2nm
, 3.14
where ˆout  is the output reduced density matrix for the
arbitrary bounded input state  , after tracing over any res-
ervoirs coupled to the memory.
To determine the classical fidelity limit in this case, we
recall that there is a known fidelity limit for imperfect clon-
ing of an arbitrary quantum state with a fixed number of
components, to produce an infinitely large number of copies.
Noting that for a state with up to n photons, we have n+1
quantum levels, the cloning limit is therefore 46
F¯nm 
2
n + 2
. 3.15
Since a classical memory can also act as an imperfect cloner
to generate any number of copies of a quantum state, this
result shows that for any classical memory with an arbitrary
input of bounded maximum photon number, the average fi-
delity is constrained by the one-to-many cloning limit.
We now calculate F¯n for our beam-splitter solution, Eq.
3.8. The total input state, including a reservoir labeled r
and assumed to be a vacuum state, is
T
in = 
k=0
n
k
in
	k!a
†k0 . 3.16
Here k
in is the probability amplitude for the input state k.
Including losses, the output state after time T is therefore
out = Uˆ in = 
k=0
n
k
in
	k! a
out†k0
= 
k=0
n
k
in
	k! 
	Ma0in† + 	1 − Ma0r†k0 . 3.17
We can now calculate the fidelity in the case of n=1 and n
=2, which allows for arbitrary states with up to 1 and 2
photons, respectively. Since the reservoir modes are not part
of the input to the memory, we trace over the mode r, to
obtain predicted memory fidelities of
F¯ 1 =
M + 2	M + 3
6
,
F¯ 2 =
M
2 + 2M	M + 3M + 2	M + 4
12
, 3.18
for up to one and two photon number i.e., two- and three-
dimensional input states, respectively. These results are
graphed, in Fig. 4. It is straightforward to prove, using
SUn+1 symmetry, that in the limit of zero efficiency the
quantum memory will have an average fidelity of F¯n=1 / 1
+n. This is always less than the fidelity achievable by a
classical “measure and regenerate” strategy, which means
that there is always a threshold efficiency required before a
quantum memory is feasible.
FIG. 3. Color online Fidelity F¯n¯
c dashed and corresponding
beam-splitter efficiency 	M solid required for a quantum
memory as a function of n¯ for coherent input states. High mean
photon numbers n¯ will require a high efficiency M to claim of a
quantum memory, whereas for low n¯, a quantum memory is achiev-
able for lower efficiencies.
FIG. 4. Color online Average fidelity vs beam-splitter effi-
ciency of a quantum memory for arbitrary input states with up to
n=1 solid line and n=2 dashed line photons. The horizontal
black lines indicate the fidelity required to surpass the classical limit
in each case, while the vertical black lines give the corresponding
efficiency threshold.
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In general, the best classical average fidelity decreases as
the number of possible quantum levels increases. This is eas-
ily understandable: the single measurement that is used to
prepare a classical memory device gives very little informa-
tion about the coherent superpositions that may exist in a
quantum state with many levels. For this reason, an arbitrary
quantum state fidelity measure gives a much better indication
of the power of a quantum memory than a measure con-
strained to a single set of states such as the coherent states.
This gives a strong motivation for more general experimental
tests of quantum memory performance.
IV. Q-SWITCHED MEMORY DYNAMICS:
MODE MATCHING
In the previous sections, we calculated the fidelity where
the relation between the input and output states is describable
by the beam-splitter solution, Eq. 3.8. Now, we show under
which conditions this solution is predicted. To understand the
role of mode matching, we examine in this section the simple
model of an empty Q-switched cavity.
We consider first a simplistic quantum memory model of
an empty Q-switched cavity, tuned to frequency 0=L+.
In practice, long storage times are not readily achievable
without a separate oscillator such as an atom medium for
storage. However, we analyze this model first to develop an
understanding of the dynamics of the three stages of memory
process: writing, storage, and reading. The corresponding ef-
fective internal Hamiltonian is
Hˆ = a†a . 4.1
The cavity is partially transmitting, with variable cavity
decay rate 
t, allowing a coupling between the cavity mode
a and a pulsed input field aint. For a cavity whose only loss
is through one mirror acting as an input and output coupler,
the dynamical Heisenberg equation linking input and cavity
mode operators is 38,39
a˙ = − it + 
ta + 	2
tAint . 4.2
The writing stage begins at −tw Fig. 2 and is of duration up
to t=0. Defining a time-evolution function,
T
t,t = exp− 
t
t
i + 
d , 4.3
the interaction given by Eq. 4.2 has the general solution
at = T
t,− twa− tw + 
=−tw
t
T
t,	2
Aind .
4.4
The purpose of the memory is to read in the field at t
0, and then output selected information after a memory
time T. We therefore introduce a model decay rate with
Q-switching between a large value 
 and a small value 
S, at
zero detuning,

t = 
 t 0 ,

t = 
S 0 t T ,

t = 
 t T . 4.5
We note here as a practical issue that all cavities have excess
loss and noise over and above that given just by considering
input and output couplers. This may be unimportant during
the input and output stages, when 
t is large. However, it is
certainly significant when 
t is small. For this reason, 
S
and the corresponding vacuum reservoir term must include
all losses during the storage time, including loss in the di-
electric coatings and diffraction losses. Additional phase-
noise and corresponding phase-relaxation terms due to
acoustic noise are ignored for simplicity.
We note our model quantum memory has a time-reversal
symmetry around t=T /2, since 
t=
T− t. This is not es-
sential, since one could easily choose 
tT
t0.
However, this feature—which is also found in some other
memory proposals—provides a useful insight into the design
of a quantum memory, and the mode functions that are
coupled into and out of the memory. Here, of course, time
reversal implies reversing the propagation direction of all
fields, including the input and output fields. A typical input-
output relation with some residual loss during the storage
time is shown in Fig. 5. This is obtained from a numerical
solution of Eq. 4.2 in a P-representation 47, which trans-
forms the operator equations into c-number equations. In this
case, the input state of the field is assumed to be a coherent
state. The calculated solution clearly displays the time rever-
sal. We note that the calculation can be extended to an arbi-
trary initial state using the positive P-representation method
48.
To explain the operation of the Q-switched quantum
memory more clearly, we seek analytical solutions, and now
expand the incoming and outgoing field operators into past-
time t0 and future-time tT modes. This allows us to
easily distinguish what is stored in the memory in the past
from what is read out, in the future.
A. Writing: past-time modes
Our model gives for the stored cavity mode solution,
when the cavity coupling is switched to a small value for
storage,
FIG. 5. Color online Q-switched cavity input dashed blue
line and output solid red line amplitudes with 
=1, 
S=0.1,
T=2.0. The input mode shape is mode matched to the time-reversed
cavity decay, and vice versa.
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a0 = a0
in  	2

−
0
e
Aind . 4.6
Where we have considered =0 for simplicity, which means
that the cavity is resonant with the field carrier frequency. We
have allowed the writing time tw to be infinite, in practice of
duration much longer than pulse durations and cavity life-
times, so as to erase information associated with the initial
cavity solution.
We note the operator Aint is the quantum operator for the
input field, but the coupling to the cavity is such that only a
certain mode of this incoming field is effectively coupled.
We choose our input mode expansion to be
unt = 	2
e
tLn− 2
t− t , 4.7
which are modified Laguerre polynomials. Since the La-
guerre polynomials are a complete set, any incoming wave
form that vanishes as t→− can be represented as a linear
combination of Laguerre functions. Introducing z=−2
t,
these have orthogonality relations of

−
0
un
intu
m
in*tdt = 
0

e−2zLnzLmzdz = mn. 4.8
In this expansion, unt are orthogonal mode functions on the
space of past times, prior to switching on the memory at t
=0, so that
an
in
= 
−
0
Aintu
n
in*tdt . 4.9
Thus, using the field commutators we obtain the following
bosonic commutators for ain:
an
in
,am
in† = 
−
0 
−
0
u
n
in*tum
intt − tdtdt
= 
−
0
u
n
in*tum
intdt = nm. 4.10
Due to the orthogonality of the Laguerre functions only the
u0t term will give a nonzero contribution to a0. To gain
maximum efficiency of the memory, the experimentalist
must therefore construct the incoming pulse shape to match
this mode, so that an
in=0n. With this choice, when evalu-
ating expectation values we can effectively simplify to a
single input mode,
Aint = u0
inta0
in
= 	2
e
ta0in. 4.11
We note that this saw-tooth type mode structure is time
asymmetric see Fig. 5, which is not ideal in terms of mode
matching to the typical Gaussian pulses produced by mode-
locked lasers. Improved matching to symmetric pulses could
be realized through more careful shaping of the cavity cou-
pling in time, i.e., making 
t a prescribed shape.
We also stress that this cavity-based memory is a strictly
monomode memory, from a temporal point of view. One
temporal mode only is stored, the others being reflected. No
bipartite or n-partite states composed of two or more tem-
poral modes uit can thus be stored. This device can how-
ever be used as a mode converter to manipulate temporal
multimode quantum states.
B. Storage period
In the simplest model, in which no medium is present and
cavity losses are assumed zero, the value a0 is stored with
maximum efficiency in the cavity for a duration T, so that
aT = a0 . 4.12
More generally, there is a residual storage loss 
S at this
stage. The dynamical equation 4.2 applies again, but this
time as we have no pulsed input, the input Ain represents
only the incoming vacuum field. To make a clear distinction
between the two inputs, we will denote AintAv
int where
tT, so that
aT = e−
STa0 + 	2
S
=o
T
e
S−TAv
ind . 4.13
When there are excess losses in addition to output coupler
loss, Av
in must include all the relevant loss reservoirs asso-
ciated with 
S. Although we do not consider this in detail,
there can also be additional noise sources which will degrade
the stored quantum information. These include thermal noise
if the signal is at relatively low frequency, as in microwave
experiments, and additional phase noise from acoustic noise
or 1 / f noise in the mirrors and dielectrics. Phase noise can
become very significant in the limit of long storage times,
and must be considered when storage fidelity is measured.
C. Reading: future-time modes
At time T, the output stage commences, and the cavity is
switched back to a large 
, to allow transmission, or reading,
of the remembered signal outside the cavity. The solution is
at = e−
t−TaT + 	2

T
t
e
−tAv
ind . 4.14
We focus on the output field transmitted through the cavity,
given by 38,39
Aout = 	2
a − Avin. 4.15
Making use of the time-reversal symmetry of our model,
we will choose the output modes to be the time-reversed
input modes, so that
un
outt = u
n
in*T − t = 	2
e−
t−TLn„2
t − T… .
4.16
Introducing z=2
t−T, these have orthogonality relations in
future time, of

T

un
outtu
m
out*tdt = 
0

e−zLnzLmzdz = mn.
4.17
At this point, we note that maximum efficiency of retrieval is
achieved if we temporally match the output with the input in
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the following way. We define the filtered output field opera-
tor as
a0
out  
T

u0
*tAouttdt = 	2

T

e−
t−TAouttdt .
4.18
We find
a0
out
= 	2

T

e−
t−TAouttdt
= 	2

T

e−
t−T	2
at − Avintdt
= 2

T

e−2
t−TaTdt
− 2
	2

T

e−
t−Tdt
T
t
e
−tAv
ind
+ 	2

T

e−
t−TAv
intdt = aT . 4.19
In the ideal case with 
S=0, we know that aT=a0=a0in,
so we retrieve the signal a0
in
, while all information related to
unwanted vacuum inputs at future times, Av
in
, is completely
absent from the filtered output. The explanation of this de-
sirable behavior is rather simple. After t=T, the cavity is
perfectly matched as an absorber of incoming vacuum modes
to the future-time u0 mode. As a result, the cavity now ab-
sorbs all the incoming vacuum field radiation in the incom-
ing n=0 future-time mode, while simultaneously emitting
the stored information in an outgoing n=0 future-time mode.
In summary, while the modes with n0 are simply reflected,
the stored n=0 mode changes places with an incoming n
=0 vacuum mode.
Thus, an incoming past-time n=0 mode is time-delayed
by the memory time T, then reemitted into an outgoing
future-time n=0 mode. This is readable without losses in
the ideal case using a temporal mode filter. We note that the
pulse shape of the output mode is time reversed with respect
to the input mode.
In our model of an empty Q-switched cavity with perfect
temporal mode matching and loss occurring during storage,
the storage cannot be ideal. The presence of losses means not
all information can be retrieved due to the residual loss 
S
from the cavity over the storage time of duration T. This
means that aTa0. Instead
aT = e−
STa0 + 	2
0
0
T
e
St−TAv
intdt
= 	Ma0in + 	1 − Mavin, 4.20
where the overall memory efficiency is given by
	M = e−
ST. 4.21
V. STORAGE USING A LINEAR ATOMIC MEDIUM
Since all cavities leak or absorb photons, information
from the input field is better stored using long-lived atomic
transitions. In some experiments, a control field is used to
determine whether a particular atomic transition can decay,
to release photons into the cavity mode. With the control
field off, emission of the quanta is suppressed. We thus pro-
pose a simple model in which the cavity decay is now fixed
at 
. The interaction of the cavity field with the linear me-
dium is switched on, to write, then off, to store, and finally
on again, to allow readout of the stored quantum informa-
tion.
At a fixed detuning, the coupling between the cavity field
and the medium is modeled by the interaction Hamiltonian
Hˆ = a†a + b†b + gtb†a + a†b . 5.1
This model may describe, for example, a three-level Ra-
man experiment operated near resonance with detuning , in
the linear response regime without saturation. Here the cou-
pling gt is modulated with a control field at a different
wavelength to the signal field.
Alternatively, one may wish to consider experiments
where the effective coupling is switching using time-varying
detunings t, t,
Hˆ = ta†a + tb†b + gb†a + a†b . 5.2
This scenario is found in experiments which employ Zee-
man, Stark, or two-photon control field shifting to change
detunings. This strategy can be used in a range of experi-
ments from solid-state crystals and cold atoms to artificial-
atom experiments using superconducting cavities and trans-
mission lines.
A. Input (writing)
During the input stage, the interaction is switched on. We
assume for simplicity that all couplings and detunings are
held constant and that =0, so that the Heisenberg evolution
equations of the system operators are
dat
dt
= − 
at − igbt + 	2
Aint ,
dbt
dt
= −  + ibt − igat + 	2Bvint , 5.3
where  is the atomic decay rate. In these equations the
source term proportional to Bv
int corresponds to the cou-
pling of the medium with their respective baths, whereas for
at the input field corresponds to the incoming field we wish
to store. These equations are valid both for two-level atoms
interacting with one field in an optical cavity and for three-
level atoms in a Raman configuration when the excited level
can be adiabatically eliminated.
To solve the system of equations, it is useful to rewrite as
d
dt
 = − G +  in, 5.4
where  =  ab , in = 
	2
Ain
	2Bvin
, and
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G =  
 igig  + i  = 
 −  − i2 z + igx + 
 +  + i2
= 

−
z + igx + 
+. 5.5
Here we have defined 
= 
 + i /2 and introduced
the Pauli spin matrices.
Defining a time-evolution matrix using a time-ordered ex-
ponential as
TGt,t = T:exp− 
t
t
Gd: , 5.6
the operator solution of Eq. 5.4 is
 t = e−Gt−t0t0 + 
−tw
t
e−Gt− ind . 5.7
In the limit of interest where the writing time, starting at t
=−tw, is long and we stop writing at t=0, the initial cavity
operators decay, and the solution becomes
 0 = 
−
0
eG ind . 5.8
Simplifying, we note that we can reexpress this using
eG = e
+em ·, 5.9
where
m = ig,0,

−
 5.10
and
 = x,y,z . 5.11
Since an exponentiated sum of Pauli matrices can be ex-
panded in elementary form using
em  = chmI +
m · 
m
shm , 5.12
where I is the 22 identity matrix, we abbreviate ch
cosh and shsinh, and take m=	

−
2
−g2. We have m ·
= 


−
ig
ig −

−
. Thus we find the general solution for the input
process
 t = 
−
0
e
+chm + 1
m
shm
− igig − 

−
 ind .
5.13
Our final stored solutions are written
a0 = 	2

−
0
e
+chm + 
−shm2m Aind
+ 	2
−
0
e
+ ig shm
m
Bvind , 5.14
b0 = 	2

−
0
e
+
ig
m
shmAind
+ 	2
−
0
e
+chm − 
−shm2m Bvind
= 	2

−
0
e
+
ig
m
shma0
inu0
ind + B , 5.15
where B represents all the additional noise terms, dependent
on Bv
in
. We express Ain in terms of the input mode function
u0
in, as in Eq. 4.11. The b0 represents the stored mode
of the signal Ain. This result implies an optimal choice of
pulse shape for u0
in, to maximize memory efficiency. In
particular, we will choose
u0
int = 	2
 + g2
 + e
+*/2− i
m
shm . 5.16
In contrast to the Q-switched cavity memory, the typical du-
ration of the pulse mode giving the higher transfer efficiency
is not merely 1 /
 i.e., the inverse of the cavity bandwidth.
Here, the duration of the adapted pulse depends strongly on
the relative values of the cavity coupling rate 
 and the atom-
light coupling rate g. In practice, a pulse as short as possible
is preferable to prevent relaxation. Accordingly, a critically
damped regime corresponding to m=0 should be chosen if
possible.
B. Storage
We store the recorded state in the medium for a time T.
Here the control field is off, and there is no interaction be-
tween the cavity and medium, so that g=0. Similar results
are found if we assume that  is very large, which also
suppresses the coupling between atoms and cavity. A real
nonideal memory will have nonzero atomic and cavity loss 
and 
. The solutions at the end of the storage time are then
aT = a0e−
T + 	2

0
T
e−
T−tAv
intdt ,
bT = b0e−+iT + 	2
0
T
e−+iT−tAv
intdt .
5.17
C. Output (reading)
After a time T, the control field is switched on, but with
only the vacuum input to the cavity, and the medium coupled
to the cavity mode. The cavity end mirror has finite trans-
mission, so the signal can be read outside the cavity. Reading
is a dynamical process for times tT, described by Eq.
5.4, to give intracavity solutions
 t = e−Gt−T T + 
T
t
e−Gt− v
ind . 5.18
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The solution for the cavity field at is therefore
at = e−
+t−Tchmt − TaT − shmt − T
m
aT

−
+ igbT
+ 
T
t
e−
+t−	2
chmt − 
−


−
m
shmt − Avin
−
	2 ig
m
shmt − Bvind . 5.19
We also have for the field output 38,39
Aoutt = 	2
at − Avint . 5.20
VI. COMPARISON OF MEMORY STRATEGIES
We will now compare in detail two possible strategies for
gating the quantum memory: a fixed detuning method with
variable coupling, and a fixed coupling method with variable
detuning. Thus, we analyze in turn the outputs for two mod-
els of Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2, where the coupling between
the cavity field and the medium is switched by gt or a
time-varying detuning t, respectively.
A. Fixed detuning (=0)
The coupling gt is given as
gt = gt 0 ,
gt = 00 t T ,
gt = gt T . 6.1
Using 
= 
 /2 due to =0, we obtain the relation be-
tween the operators a0, b0, and a0in,
a0 = 	2
	2
 + g2
 + 
−
0
e2
+
− i
m
 chm + 
−shm2m shma0ind + noise
=
	
i
	
 + g2
 + 
a0
in + noise, 6.2
b0 = 	2
	2
 + g2
 +  g
m2
 e2
+sh2ma0ind
+ noise =
	
g
	
 + g2
 + 
a0
in + noise. 6.3
After a time T, the time reversed gt retrieves the cavity
mode into the output mode u0
out*t=u0
inT− t, which is the
time reverse of u0
int. The optimal function for the cavity
output pulse is thus
a0
out
= 
T

u0
out*taouttdt ,
aoutt = 	2
at − Avint . 6.4
After calculating the relevant integrals, but omitting the
explicit form of the “noise” terms, we have
a0
out
=
	
iaT + 	
gbT
	
 + g2
 + 
+ noise
=
− 
2e−
T + 
g2e−+iT

 + g2
 + 
a0
in + noise
= 	Ma0in + 	1 − Ma0r 6.5
which reduces to Eq. 3.8 where a0r is the reservoir mode
arising from the “noise” term, and 	M is the overall
memory efficiency given by
	M =

g2e−T − 
2e−
T

 + g2
 + 
=
Ce−T
1 + C1 + 
−
e−
T
1 + C1 + 
.
6.6
Here, we introduce the cooperativity parameter C=g2 /

and = /
. This result agrees with that obtained previously
30, in the limit of C, or 
T large enough so that the
second term is negligible. The optimal case is to ensure large
C, C1, large 
 compared to , so  is small. It is still
necessary however to ensure that the storage time is small
enough so that T1. However, T can be many cavity life-
times, 
T1. We note we do not want =1 because critical
damping would require zero g. If m=0, so that g=

−
= 

− /2, we obtain the critically damped case for which the
desired input temporal mode function is
u0
int =
− i
+
	2
	
+e
+t/2t . 6.7
Figure 6 shows the typical input-output relation for vari-
ous loss ratios during the storage time of duration T. For the
same cavity damping 
, different rates of optical coherence
decay will result in different memory efficiencies. For 
=0.01, 	M =0.95, while for =0.05, 	M =0.80. We can use
the ratio of the integral of envelope between a0out and a0in
u0
out*taouttdt /
−
0 u0
in*taintdt to check the value of
	M. If  is larger, the atomic lifetime is shorter, which
means the information stored in the medium decays more
quickly shown by thin dashed green curve, resulting in a
reduced efficiency.
In summary, with an appropriate selection of mode-
matched filters, we are still able to retrieve the input signal
with high efficiency, provided 1. The results are con-
firmed by numerical integration of the coupled cavity-
oscillator equations, as shown in Fig. 7. This numerical
method thus serves as a way to explore more sophisticated
nonlinear models of the atomic medium.
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To analyze the effectiveness of the memory as a quantum
memory, we must calculate the mean fidelity. Here we con-
sider, for definiteness, the simplest encoding strategy with
coherent states. Other strategies, for example, using an arbi-
trary state with photon number bounds, will generally have
different thresholds, as explained in Sec. III.
For the case of n¯=1, any retrieval with 	M0.293 can
be claimed to be a “quantum memory.” For n¯20 Fig. 3,
the curve of required average fidelity as a function of mean
number of photons is very flat and close to the classical
boundary 49, which is why low photon numbers are pref-
erable in experiments on quantum memory, if high fidelity is
required. At n¯=20 we need a much higher retrieval effi-
ciency of 	M0.80 to ensure the device is a true quantum
memory.
A long storage time T is consistent with high memory
fidelity F¯ Fig. 8, provided we optimize for high efficiency
using mode matching, and provided the atomic losses are not
significant over the storage time T1. For an input signal
duration p=4, with residual loss =0.01, we obtain a re-
trieval efficiency 	M =0.95,0.91,0.85 for the storage times
T=4,8 ,15, respectively. The average fidelities are F¯
=0.95,0.86,0.69, respectively, all of them larger than the
classical bound F¯ =0.51 required for a quantum memory at
n¯=20. Thus, for these parameters, with input states giving
n¯=20, we are able to predict the existence of a quantum
memory, with both high fidelity and relatively long memory
lifetime. At lower photon numbers of n¯1, a much higher
loss is possible before loss of quantum memory.
B. Time-varying detuning
In experiments using two-level atoms one may control the
coupling with a time-varying detuning t 13. During
writing and reading the atoms are strongly coupled to the
field to allow transfer of the quantum state. During storage,
the coupling is decreased by using a greatly increased detun-
ing, controllable via a magnetic field or a Stark shift. To
model this case, we employ a time-varying detuning with
L
,,
t = 0t 0 ,
t = L0 t T/2 ,
t = − LT/2 t T ,
t = 0t T . 6.8
Here, the storage period is divided into two parts with oppo-
site detunings in order to ensure the phase is the same be-
tween signal and output field. In the writing and reading
periods, choosing critical damping g=

−
= 
− /2 ex-
pressed in real terms with detuning =0, we will have the
same input mode u0int as above. The overall memory effi-
ciency in this case is
FIG. 6. Color online Cavity input dashed blue line and out-
put amplitudes with  /
=0.01 /4 solid black line,  /
=0.05 /4
dash-dotted green line for the zero detuning strategy =0. Corre-
sponding dashed thin lines represent the information bt stored in
the atom. Here C100 and Ts=16 /
, and the critically damped
case applies.
FIG. 7. Color online Cavity input dashed blue line and out-
put solid red line amplitudes in the zero detuning =0 case with

=4, g=2, =0.01, TS=4.0, using direct numerical integration. In-
put mode shape is mode matched to the critical cavity decay.
FIG. 8. Color online Cavity input dashed blue line and out-
put solid black line amplitudes with  /
=0.01 /4 and different
storage time TS=4,8 ,15. Input mode shape is mode matched to the
critical cavity decay. Here 
=4, g=2.
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	M =
4
g2e−T − 2e−
T

 + 3
, 6.9
which is the same form as Eq. 6.6 for the critically damped
case.
The atomic-coupled cavity input and output amplitudes
with =0.01, L=27 is shown in Fig. 9. The dashed black
line represents the desired output mode shape matched to the
critical cavity decay.
VII. SUMMARY
We consider a protocol for a dynamical quantum memory,
using a cavity-oscillator model. We also introduce criteria for
an acceptable quantum memory based on two elementary
criteria. To qualify as a quantum device, the average fidelity
over a given set of input states must be better than any clas-
sical measure and regenerate strategy. To qualify as a
memory, the device must be able store the input state over a
time scale longer than the input signal duration.
We analyze fidelity measures using both a coherent state
input and an arbitrary quantum superposition input. Our con-
clusion is that an optimal memory performance is obtained
through dynamical mode matching of the input pulse shape
to the memory device. We give specific quantitative solutions
for the relevant pulse shapes, under a variety of conditions.
Three models of quantum memory are considered, of in-
creasing complexity. All the models possess a time-reversal
symmetry, so that output modes are obtained through a time
reversal of the input modes. First, to introduce the impor-
tance of temporally mode matching the input pulse to the
cavity mode, we consider a simple Q-switched cavity. This is
sensitive to cavity losses during the storage period, which are
difficult to eliminate.
Next, we introduce a model of a linearly coupled cavity-
oscillator memory, including losses, but with step-function
modulation of the coupling. Provided a suitably modified
asymmetric temporal mode is used, the effects of cavity loss
are suppressed for long atomic lifetimes, and it is possible to
largely decouple the input quantum mode from the lossy in-
tracavity field mode. We show that there is an optimal cou-
pling strength which generates a mode-matched input and
output pulse. Finally, we consider a model in which the de-
tuning is modulated in time, and show that this has a similar
behavior to the modulated coupling protocol.
With tailored input and output time evolution, this type of
quantum memory device promises to give both relatively
long memory lifetimes and high memory quality.
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